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Key Takeaways:

Age Targeting Taps Into Crucial Healthcare Audience

Pandora has always had a strong foothold with young demographics, but the service also reaches a 
large 40+ audience. For healthcare advertisers, this is an important segment to �nd and engage – 
and Pandora has proven it can make that happen.

The Power of Mobile on Pandora

Memorial Healthcare System's targeted demographic is a very mobile audience. With 80% of total 
listening hours occurring on mobile and other connected devices, Pandora is an e�ective medium 
for reaching busy, on-the-go consumers. A 500% increase in mobile tra�c is no joke. Mobile on 
Pandora works.

Strong Call-to-Action

A powerful combination of audio and display advertising delivers a compelling message to listeners, 
while also encouraging them to take action. A mobile-optimized landing page and strong 
call-to-action helped generate meaningful awareness for the campaign.

Website Links:

http://www.mhs.net/aboutus/
http://www.morevisibility.com/
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Case Study:
Florida Hospital Reaches 
Healthcare Consumers on Mobile

Background:

Since 1953, Memorial Healthcare System (MHS) has been a leader in providing high-quality 
healthcare services to South Florida residents. Today, it is the third-largest public healthcare system 
in the nation and highly regarded for its exceptional patient and family-centered care. MHS works 
with interactive advertising agency MoreVisibility to market its practice areas. In an e�ort to 
promote a new, free online cardiac risk assessment, MoreVisibility opted to incorporate Pandora into 
the media mix. Because the Pandora listener is already online – and on mobile, MoreVisibility and 
MHS expected this to be a successful strategy for driving tra�c to the digital assessment form.

Campaign Goals:

Drive tra�c to the digital cardiac risk assessment form
Engage consumers age 40-55 in the South Florida region
Generate new potential patients for the hospital system

Pandora Solutions:

Audio Everywhere: Cross-platform audio served across web, mobile, tablet and more than 
1,000 connected devices.
Display Everywhere: Delivered to engaged listeners only upon interaction.
Geo and Demo Targeting: Ensures that campaign reaches a precise audience without waste.

Results:

During the Pandora campaign, MHS experienced 
a signi�cant spike in tra�c to the risk assessment 
form. Speci�cally, this was driven by a 500% 
increase in mobile tra�c that began at the start 
of the Pandora campaign. Overall, the campaign 
drove more than 37,000 clicks among MHS’s 
target demographic of adults, ages 40-55. The 
Display Everywhere component alone garnered 
a 1.30% CTR, which is 69% higher than Pandora’s 
internal benchmark.

Source: MHS internal tracking
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